How often can I repeat an exam which I have failed?

Number of attempts: You have two attempts to pass each exam.

Exception: In two exams you have a third attempt to pass the exam. (Please note that this rule does not apply for lab courses, seminars or the project)

Deadline: The first and the second attempts are always in the following term of the previous attempt.

Example:

- Winter term: Algorithm Theory 5.0 (failed)
- Summer term: Algorithm Theory 5.0 (failed)
- Winter term: Algorithm Theory

Attention !!!

- You are automatically registered for the exam in the following semester by the Examination Office.
- Before your third attempt (last attempt), you have the opportunity to attend the course again. If the lecture does not take place until a future semester, you can postpone the examination registration for your third attempt to the semester in which the lecture takes place. In this case, please contact the Examinations Office.